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field. When the central field up to the 30° circle is being investigated,
it is advisable to use a screen and work at a greater distance—about
two metres—so that the defect is increased in size and can be more
accurately mapped out. The following methods are employed:
The Confrontation Method
This is a rough method which can be carried out with the hands and Method
needs no apparatus. If the patient and surgeon face one another and
the patient's left eye is being examined, he will fix the surgeon's right
eye with his left eye—both patient and surgeon having the other eye
closed. The surgeon holds out his hand in the extreme periphery of the
visual field and slightly moves his fingers. If the surgeon can detect this
movement, the patient, if his visual field is full, should be able to do so
too. A marked contraction or sector loss is easily demonstrated by
this method.
The Perimeter Method
The perimeter may be self-registering or non-self-registering, but the Types of
former is very much to be preferred. The illumination is constant and Per'meter
for this reason charts taken at intervals have a real comparative value.
The patient is seated with his chin on the rest and the eye not under Technique
examination securely occluded. If visual acuity is good, a small £° while
object is used on the perimeter arc, and the patient taps on the table as
soon as he notices that it is moving towards the fixation-spot. It is
important to watch the patient carefully to see that his eye does not
wander from the central fixation-spot during the examination. A reading
is made for every 10 or 20 degrees and the machine records the result on
the chart. There are certain important points in this investigation that
are often neglected. The natural obstructions to a full field must be Elimination
eliminated as far as possible, otherwise the charts may be of very little
value. Thus, when the upper field is being charted the upper lid must be
elevated by the surgeon, the eyebrow lifted, and the patient's chin tilted
upward slightly. In charting the nasal field, the prominence of the nose
must be overcome as far as possible, the patient's head being turned
towards the opposite eye. In charting the lower field, the head must be
tilted downwards to eliminate the prominence of the malar bone. The
temporal field having no bony obstruction, such precautions are not
needed. With each movement of the head, the eye must of course still
fix the central spot of the perimetric arc.
If these precautions are not taken, a patient with a deeply sunken
eye may show a markedly contracted field, simulating that found in
glaucoma. In cases with poor vision, a correspondingly large object must
be used on the arc, and if the patient is unable to distinguish even this,
his field can be charted very roughly with light projection, as is done in
cases of mature cataract when it is important to know that the retina is
functioning in all parts.

